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SES Comments on Public Consultation on Draft Revisions to the G20/OECD Principles of Corporate Governance 

Please note:  

 Text highlighted in green are suggested additions, 

 Text highlighted in yellow are suggested revisions, 

 Text highlighted in red are suggested deletions 

Sr. 

No 

Pg. 

No 

Issue 

(Area of Concern) 

SES Comments: 

Suggested Addition/Revision/Deletion 

1 6 About the Principles - Point 5: 

“Second, well-designed corporate governance policies provide a  framework  

to  protect investors, which include households with invested savings. In 

order to access capital markets, corporations need to establish a formal 

structure of procedures that promote the accountability of board members 

and executives to shareholders. A substantial part of the general public 

invests in public equity markets, either directly as retail investors or indirectly 

through pension and investment funds. Providing them with a system in 

which they can share in corporate wealth creation, knowing their rights are 

protected, will give households access to investment opportunities that may 

help them to achieve higher returns for their savings and retirement. Given 

that institutional investors increasingly allocate a large share of their 

portfolios to foreign markets, policies to protect investors should also cover 

cross-border investments.” 

Suggested Revision:  

In case of companies operating in different jurisdictions, their Corporate 

Governance practices, although not legally required, must not be different for 

different jurisdictions. Best Global practices as long as it is not in 

contravention of local legislation and stricter ought to be applied uniformly by 

a company regardless of the jurisdiction in which it does its business. When 

the choice is there, stricter practice must prevail over local laws. For example: 

if a company has set gender diversity at 25% women Board Members, it must 

apply same standard even where not mandated by law. 

 

2 7 About the Principles - Point 6: 

“Third, well-designed corporate governance policies may also support the sustainability 

and resilience of corporations and in turn, may contribute to the sustainability and 

resilience of the broader economy . Investors have increasingly expanded their focus on 

companies’ financial performance to include the financial risks and opportunities posed 

General Comment: 

There is a need to address and customize policies based on local challenges. 

Suggested Addition: 
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by broader economic, environmental and societal challenges, and companies’ resilience 

to and management of those risks. In some jurisdictions, policy makers are also focused 

on how companies’ operations may contribute to addressing such challenges. A sound 

framework for corporate governance with respect to sustainability matters, in 

accordance with a jurisdiction’s laws and regulations, can help companies recognise and 

respond to the interests of shareholders and different stakeholders, as well as manage 

their own long-term success. Such a framework may include the disclosure of material 

financial and non-financial information that is reliable and comparable, notably 

concerning climate change . Importantly, access to capital markets is itself a crucial 

aspect of corporate sector resilience by helping companies overcome temporary 

downturns while meeting their obligations to employees, creditors and suppliers.” 

 

“Third, well-designed corporate governance policies may also support the 

sustainability and resilience of corporations and in turn, may contribute to the 

sustainability and resilience of the broader economy . Investors have 

increasingly expanded their focus on companies’ financial performance to 

include the financial risks and opportunities posed by broader economic, 

environmental and societal challenges, and companies’ resilience to and 

management of those risks. In some jurisdictions, policy makers are also 

focused on how companies’ operations may contribute to addressing such 

challenges. A sound framework for corporate governance with respect to 

sustainability matters, in accordance with a jurisdiction’s laws and regulations, 

can help companies recognise and respond to the interests of shareholders and 

different stakeholders, as well as manage their own long-term success, 

therefore, such corporate governance framework will have to be suitably 

tweaked in order to address the local challenges. Such a framework may 

include the disclosure of material financial and non-financial information that 

is reliable and comparable, notably concerning climate change . Importantly, 

access to capital markets is itself a crucial aspect of corporate sector resilience 

by helping companies overcome temporary downturns while meeting their 

obligations to employees, creditors and suppliers.” 

3 7 About the Principles - Point 8: 

“The Principles focus on publicly traded companies, both financial and non-financial. To 

the extent they are deemed applicable, they the Principles might may also be a useful 

tool to improve corporate governance in companies whose shares are not publicly 

traded. While some of the Principles may be more appropriate for larger companies than 

for smaller companies ones, policy makers may wish to raise awareness of good 

corporate governance for all companies, including smaller and unlisted companies as 

well as state-owned enterprises. The OECD Guidelines on Corporate Governance of 

State-Owned Enterprises complement the Principles.” 

 

General Comment: 

For smaller and unlisted companies - There is a greater need to instill 

principles of governance for startups than listed companies as practices 

picked up during early years form the bedrock for later years. 

State owned enterprises ought not to be treated with kid gloves and no 

leeway ought to be allowed for them.  

Suggested Addition:  

 “The Principles focus on publicly traded companies, both financial and non-

financial. To the extent they are deemed applicable, they the Principles might 

may also be a useful tool to improve corporate governance in companies 
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whose shares are not publicly traded. While some of the Principles may be 

more appropriate for larger companies than for smaller companies ones, 

policy makers may wish to raise awareness of good corporate governance for 

all companies, including smaller and unlisted companies as well as state-

owned enterprises, especially where public funds are involved. The OECD 

Guidelines on Corporate Governance of State-Owned Enterprises complement 

the Principles.” 

 

4 8 About the principles Point 9 

 “The Principles do not intend to prejudice or second-guess the business judgement of 

individual market participants, board members and company officials management. 

What works in one company or more companies or for one group of or more investors 

may not necessarily be generally applicable to all of business or of systemic importance. 

There is therefore no single model of good corporate governance. However, the 

Principles set out clear guidance for the achievement of intended outcomes and suggest 

some common elements that underlie good corporate governance. The Principles build 

on these common elements and are formulated to embrace the different models that 

exist.” 

General Comment: 

There can be a general set of standards. However, the companies should 

ensure to adopt the policies that work best for their own best, while ensuring 

compliance to the principles.  

Generalisation of Global best practices may not be best for each and every 

company and need for tweaking as per nature of business or culture is quite 

important 

5 10 Principle I- Para 1 

“Effective corporate governance requires a sound legal, regulatory and institutional 

framework that market participants can rely on when they establish establishing their 

private contractual relations. This corporate governance framework typically comprises 

elements of legislation, regulation, listing rules, self-regulatory arrangements, 

contractual undertakings, voluntary commitments and business practices that are the 

result of a country’s specific circumstances, history and tradition.” 

 

General Comment: 

‘Private Contractual relations’ may need some further clarification given its 

usage in this context. Need clarity as to how an ordinary shareholder 

establishes a private contractual relationship as this relationship is agnostic to 

investors status, unless there is a shareholders agreement in place. On the 

other hand there is a need to protect interest of ordinary common 

shareholders from such shareholders agreement between big/ dominant 

shareholders.  
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6 13 Principle I.H 

“The prevalence of company groups in many jurisdictions has heightened the need for 

regulators to ensure that the corporate governance framework provides means to 

effectively monitor them. If not, the extensive and complex structures of company groups 

may pose risks to shareholders and stakeholders of publicly traded companies within 

group structures.” 

General Comment: 

Complex ownership structures give disproportionate voting rights to 

controlling shareholders. For example: Company A owns 60% in Company B. 

Company A has shareholder X, who is in control of A but has only 20% in A, 

rest is owned by public. Through this cascade A exercises 60% control over B 

while effectively having only 12% indirect stake in B (20% * 60). 

 

7 15 Principle II – Introduction 

Shareholders’ rights to influence the corporation centre on certain fundamental issues, 

such as the election of board members, or other means of influencing the composition 

of the board, amendments to the company’s organic documents, approval of 

extraordinary transactions, and other basic issues as specified in company law and 

internal company statutes. This Ssection can be seen as a statement of the most basic 

rights of shareholders, which are recognised by law in most countries. Additional rights 

have also been established in various jurisdictions, such as the approval or election of 

auditors, direct nomination of individual board members or board member slates, the 

ability to pledge shares, the approval of distributions of profits, shareholder ability to 

vote on board member and/or key executive compensation remuneration, approval of 

material related party transactions and others have also been established in various 

jurisdictions. 

General Comment: 

A pledge of shares by a shareholder places him differently compared to one 

who has not pledged. Generally, in a pledge, voting rights are not transferred 

to pledgee and pledgor retains and exercises same. This puts pledgor in 

advantageous position as pledgor retains right to vote, while reducing 

economic risk (as lender gets economic risk) can use the cash raised, whereas 

one who has not pledged is in a disadvantageous position.  

Pledge must divest voting rights as well. 

8 15 Principle II – Introduction 

Investors’ confidence that the capital they provide will be protected from misuse or 

misappropriation by corporate managers, board members or controlling shareholders is 

an important factor in the development and proper functioning of capital markets. On the 

contrary, an inefficient corporate governance mechanism may allow Ccorporate boards, 

General Comment: 

Pledge is one such mechanism, related party transactions another. 
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managers and controlling shareholders may have the opportunity to engage in activities 

that advance their own interests at the expense of non-controlling shareholders 

9 16 Principle II – Introduction 

Many countries have found that alternative adjudication procedures, such as 

administrative hearings or arbitration procedures organised by the securities regulators 

or other regulatory bodies, are an efficient method for dispute settlement to protect 

shareholder rights, at least at the first instance level. Specialised court procedures can 

also be a practical instrument to obtain timely injunctions and to gather evidence on an 

alleged infringement, and ultimately facilitate facilitating the rapid settlement of 

disputes effective redress for violations of shareholders’ rights. 

General Comment: 

In India, SES has observed that specialized courts or even regular courts need 

to be sensitized to the fact that a Regulatory body per se is not a litigant, on 

the other hand regulatory body is a face of millions of voiceless shareholders. 

Many judicial pronouncements appear to miss this vital fact and treat 

Regulatory body itself as a litigant. 

 

10 16 Principle II.A 

Basic shareholder rights should include the right to 

Basic shareholder rights should include the right to: 1) secure methods of ownership 

registration; 2) convey or transfer shares; 3) obtain relevant and material information 

on the corporation on a timely and regular basis; 4) participate and vote in general 

shareholder meetings; 5) elect and remove members of the board; and 6) share in the 

profits of the corporation. Basic shareholder rights may also include the right to 

approve or elect the external auditor. 

Suggested Addition:  

Right to reasonable protection against ownership dilution 

General Comment: 

Many a times, a dominant shareholder controlling the Board is able to issue 

shares to either itself or related party or even a third party, thereby diluting 

the shareholding of other shareholders. In India, we have couple of 

regulations to protect from such misuse. 

11 16 Principle II.C 

Shareholders should have the opportunity to participate effectively and vote in general 

shareholder meetings, and should be informed of the rules, including voting procedures, 

that govern general shareholder meetings: 

General Comment: 

In India we have a robust E Voting regime where shareholders can vote in a 

seamless manner. 

12 16 Principle II.C.1 General Comment: 
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Shareholders should be furnished with sufficient and timely information concerning the 

date, location and agenda of general meetings, as well as fully detailed and timely 

information regarding the issues to be decided at the meeting. 

Information ought to be self-contained in the Notice of General meeting 

 

13 17 Principle II.C.3 

Virtual or hybrid (where certain shareholders attend the meeting physically and others 

virtually) general shareholder meetings can help improve shareholder engagement by 

reducing their costs to participate. By using virtual and professional platform providers, 

companies may incur additional costs but also streamline shareholders’ access to 

agendas and related information, and provide a secure infrastructure and more 

efficient means for considering and addressing shareholder comments and questions. 

However, due care is required to ensure that virtual or hybrid meetings do not decrease 

the possibility for shareholders to engage with and ask questions to management in 

comparison to physical meetings. Some jurisdictions have issued guidance to facilitate 

the conduct of virtual and hybrid meetings such as in relation to the consideration of 

shareholder questions, responses and their disclosure. 

General Comment: 

OECD may like to have a look at India’s hybrid meeting format, systems, 

voting as also dissemination of information. At SES, we feel it is extremely 

efficient. 

 

14 17 Principle II.C.4 

“In order to encourage shareholder participation in general meetings, many 

jurisdictions have improved the ability of shareholders to place items on the 

agenda through a simple and clear process of filing amendments and resolutions, 

and to submit questions in advance of the general meeting and to obtain replies 

from management and board members. Shareholders should also be able to ask 

questions relating to the external audit report. Companies are justified in assuring 

that abuses of such opportunities do not occur. It is reasonable, for example, to 

require that in order for shareholder resolutions to be placed on the agenda, they 

need to be supported by shareholders holding a specified market value or 

percentage of shares or voting rights. This threshold should be determined taking 

into account the degree of ownership concentration, in order to ensure that 

minority shareholders are not effectively prevented from putting any items on the 

General Comment: 

We are attaching a typical Notice detailing system of E Voting, Participating in 

Meetings as also asking questions etc. 

Click Here 
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agenda. Shareholder resolutions that are approved and fall within the competence 

of the shareholders’ meeting should be addressed by the board.” 

15 18 Principle II.C.5 para 2 

“The Principles call for the disclosure of remuneration of board members and key 

executives. In particular, it is important for shareholders to know the remuneration 

policy, as well as the total value of compensation remuneration arrangements 

made pursuant to this policy. Shareholders also have an interest in how 

remuneration and company performance, including on relevant sustainability 

indicators, are linked when they assess the capability of the board and the qualities 

they should seek in nominees for the board. Directors’ and officers’ liability 

insurance policies may also change managerial incentives, thus warranting 

shareholder approval or disclosure. The different forms of say-on-pay (binding or 

advisory vote, ex ante and/or ex post, board members and/or key executives 

covered, individual and/or aggregate compensation, compensation remuneration 

policy and/or actual remuneration) play an important role in conveying the 

strength and tone of shareholder sentiment to the board. In the case of equity-

based schemes, their potential to dilute shareholders’ capital and to powerfully 

determine managerial incentives means that they should be approved by 

shareholders, either for individuals or for the policy of the scheme as a whole. 

Shareholder approval should also be required for any material changes to existing 

schemes.” 

 

General Comment: 

SES is of the view that in Family controlled / dominated companies, interested 

shareholders ought not to vote to avoid conflict of interest issues 

16 19 Principle II.C.7 

“…Where proxies are held by the board or management for company pension funds and 

for employee stock ownership plans, the directions for voting should be disclosed. It is 

regarded as required or considered good practice in some jurisdictions that treasury 

shares and shares of the company held by subsidiaries should not be allowed to vote, 

General Comment: 

SES is of the view that a company should not be allowed to seek proxy. 
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nor be counted for quorum purposes.” 

 

17 19 Principle II.D. Para 2 

“…Some major institutional investors have created initiatives to facilitate the co-

ordination of their engagement, for example to address climate-related concerns. In 

jurisdictions where publicly traded companies have controlling shareholders, these 

actions safeguard the interest of minority shareholders while increasing their voice in 

company matters..” 

General Comment: 

Consultation among institutional investors can be built in through stewardship 

code. In India, Principle 4 of Stewardship code for mutual funds states as 

under---- 

“Institutional Investors should have a clear policy on intervention in their 

investee companies. Institutional Investors should also have a clear policy 

for collaboration with other Institutional Investors where required, to 

preserve the interests of the ultimate investors, which should be disclosed” 

18 19 Principle II.D. Para 2 

“It must be recognised, however, that co-operation among investors could also be used 

to manipulate markets and to obtain control over a company, without being subject to 

any while bypassing takeover or disclosure regulations. Moreover, co-operation might 

also be for the purposes of circumventing competition law. Safeguards may be needed 

to prevent anticompetitive behaviour and abusive actions, particularly in jurisdictions 

where institutional investors are significant owners in publicly traded companies and 

their co-ordinated actions could have stronger influence on companies’ decisions. 

Disclosure of the co-ordination policy could provide clarity to the market on the scope of 

such actions . However, if co-operation does not involve issues of corporate control, or 

conflict with concerns about market efficiency and fairness, the benefits of more 

effective ownership may still be obtained. To provide clarity among shareholders, 

regulators may issue guidance on forms of co-ordination and agreements that do or do 

not constitute such acting in concert in the context of takeover and other rules.” 

 

General Comment: 

Checks and balances ought to be introduced so that on one hand – 

shareholders are protected against any accusations of anticompetitive 

behaviour due to such co-ordination initiatives; and on the other hand – such 

shareholders do not abuse any exception or leeway provided to them for such 

co-ordination activities.  

In India to an extent this is protected as each Mutual Fund and Insurance 

Company has to state rationale for their voting, which must be in accordance 

with stated voting policy. Any variance from past behavior will be captured by 

Regulator. 
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19 19 Principle II.E.  

“All shareholders of the same series of a class should be treated equally. Capital 

structures and arrangements that enable certain shareholders to obtain a degree of 

influence or control disproportionate to their equity ownership should be disclosed.” 

General Comment: 

Sunset clauses ought to be introduced in case of issue of dual class shares 

20 21 Principle II.F.2 

“Members of the board, key executives and, in some jurisdictions, controlling 

shareholders have an obligation to inform the board where they have a business, family 

or other special relationship outside of the company that could affect their judgement 

with respect to a particular transaction or matter affecting the company. Such special 

relationships include situations where executives and board members have a 

relationship with the company via their association with a shareholder who is in a 

position to exercise control. Where a material interest has been declared, it is required 

or considered good practice in some jurisdictions for that person not to be involved in 

any decision involving the transaction or matter and for the decision of the board, to be 

specifically motivated against the presence of such interests and/or to justify the interest 

of the transaction for the company, notably by mentioning the terms of the transaction.” 

 

General Comment: 

In the interest of all the stakeholders of a company and to ensure fairness, 

any/ all member(s) of the board, key executive(s) or controlling shareholder(s) 

who is/are a related party to or have a material interest in any transaction or 

matter affecting the company, should abstain from voting to such resolutions 

proposed in the General Meetings of the Company. 

Suggested Addition:  

Where a material interest has been declared, it is required or considered good 

practice in some jurisdictions for that person not to be involved in any decision 

involving the transaction or matter and for the decision of the board through 

vote 

21 21 Principle II.G. Para 2 

“The potential for abuse is marked where the legal system allows, and the market 

accepts, controlling shareholders to exercise a level of control which that does not 

correspond to the level of risk that they assume as owners through exploiting legal 

devices to separate ownership from control, such as pyramid structures or multiple 

voting rights. Such abuse may be carried out in various ways, including the extraction 

of direct private benefits via high pay and bonuses for employed family members and 

associates, inappropriate related party transactions, systematic bias in business 

General Comment: 

May consider addition of one more scenario: Leveraged voting – where 

controlling shareholders having pledged his shares, continues to enjoy his 

political voting rights, even though his economic interest reduces due to the 

pledge. 
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decisions and changes in the capital structure through special issuance of shares 

favouring the controlling shareholder.” 

22 22 Principle II.G. Para 4 

“Other common provisions to protect minority shareholders, which have proven 

effective,  include pre-emptive rights in relation to share issues, qualified majorities for 

certain shareholder decisions and the possibility to use cumulative voting in electing 

members of the board[N1] . Considering that some group structures may lead to 

disproportionate and opaque control[N1] , and the risks this may create with respect to 

the rights of non-controlling shareholders, some jurisdictions place limitations on certain 

structures of company groups such as cross-shareholdings.” 

 

General Comment/Suggested Addition: 

May consider mandating Identification of ultimate beneficiary of owners 

which promotes transparency. 

23 23 Principle III Para 4 

“The Principles recommend that institutional investors disclose their policies with respect 

to corporate governance. Voting at shareholder meetings is, however, only one channel 

for shareholder engagement. Direct contact and dialogue with the board and 

management, represent other forms of shareholder engagement that are frequently 

used” 

Suggested Addition: 

“The Principles recommend that institutional investors disclose their policies 

with respect to corporate governance. Voting at shareholder meetings is, 

however, is not the only one channel for shareholder engagement. Direct 

contact and dialogue with the board and management, represent other forms 

of shareholder engagement that are frequently used 

24 25 Principle III.D 

“The investment chain from ultimate owners to corporations does not only involve 

multiple intermediary owners. It also includes a wide variety of professions that offer 

advice and services to intermediary owners. Proxy advisors who offer recommendations 

to institutional investors on how to vote and sell services that help in the process of 

voting are among the most relevant from a direct corporate governance perspective. In 

some cases, proxy advisors also offer corporate governance related consulting services 

to corporations. Other service providers rate companies according to their ability to meet 

General Comment: 

Very few jurisdictions regulate Proxy advisors and rating agencies, therefore 

even unregulated entities engaged in the work must have same code of 

conduct. The wordings should be changed appropriately. 

Suggested Addition: 

“The investment chain from ultimate owners to corporations does not only 

involve multiple intermediary owners. It also includes a wide variety of 
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their debt obligations and according to various environmental, social and corporate 

governance (ESG) criteria. Analysts and, brokers and rating agencies, perform similar 

roles and face the same potential conflicts of interest.” 

 

professions that offer advice and services to intermediary owners. Proxy 

advisors who offer recommendations to institutional investors on how to vote 

and sell services that help in the process of voting are among the most relevant 

from a direct corporate governance perspective. In some cases, proxy advisors 

also offer corporate governance related consulting services to corporations. 

Other service providers rate companies according to their ability to meet their 

debt obligations based on financial analysis and according to various 

environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG) criteria. Analysts and, 

brokers and rating agencies, perform similar roles and face the same potential 

conflicts of interest.” 

25 25 Principle III.D 

“Considering the importance of – and sometimes dependence on – various services in 

corporate governance, the corporate governance framework should promote the 

integrity of professions regulated entities that provide analysis or advice relevant to 

decisions by investors, such as proxy advisors, analysts, brokers, ESG and credit rating 

agencies, and index providers and proxy advisors. These service providers, particularly 

ESG rating and index providers, can have significant impact on companies’ governance 

and sustainability policies given their rating methodologies and index inclusion criterion. 

When properly constructed and managed appropriately, these can play an important 

role in shaping good corporate governance practices. Therefore, the methodologies used 

by service providers that produce ratings and indices should be transparent and publicly 

available to clients and market participants. This is particularly important when they are 

also referenced as metrics for regulatory purposes. Exclusive reliance on ratings in 

regulation may raise questions, while the process for deciding which ratings are eligible 

for use for regulatory purposes should be transparent and could be subject to evaluation 

at various levels of frequency. At the same time, conflicts of interest may arise and affect 

judgement, such as when the provider of advice or rating is also seeking to provide other 

services to the company in question, or where when the provider or its owner haves a 

direct material interest in the company or its competitors, or when the rating provider is 

General Comment: 

Proper Chinese walls ought to be introduced in order to minimize such 

conflicts. Further may encourage a subscriber based model instead of an 

issuer pays model. 
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at the same time an index provider who will decide on companies’ inclusion in an index 

based on the rating they produce.  

Many jurisdictions have adopted regulations or encouraged the implementation of self-

regulatory codes designed to mitigate such conflicts of interest or other risks related to 

integrity, and have provided for private and/or public monitoring arrangements.” 

26 26 Principle III.F. Between Para 1 & Para 2 

 

Suggested Addition: 

“Subject to the applicable law, emphasis must be given to follow similar 

corporate governance / Codes in all the jurisdictions wherever the 

Company operates. Adoption of different practice which is less strict than 

that followed elsewhere undermines the governance practices of the 

Entity as a whole.” 

 

27 29 Principle IV.A.3 

“Some capital structures allow a shareholders to exercise a degree of control over the 

corporation disproportionate to the shareholders’ their equity ownership in the 

company. Pyramid structures, cross-shareholdings and shares with limited or multiple 

voting rights can be used to diminish the capability of non-controlling shareholders to 

influence corporate policy. Company groups are often complex structures that involve 

several layers of subsidiaries, including across different sectors and jurisdictions. These 

structures may limit the ability of non-controlling shareholders of the parent and 

subsidiary companies to influence corporate policies and understand the risks involved.” 

 

General Comment: 

Complex ownership structures give disproportionate voting rights to 

controlling shareholders. For example: Company A owns 60% in Company B. 

Company A has shareholder X, who is in control of A but has only 20% in A, 

rest is owned by public. Through this cascade A exercises 60% control over B 

while effectively having only 12% indirect stake in B (20% * 60). 

 

28 29 Principle IV.A.3 Between Para 2 and Para 3 

 

 

Suggested Addition: 
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Various PE Firms are seen entering into profit-sharing agreements with the 

Executive management of the Company, such that the PE Firms could possibly 

earn handsome returns on its investment for its own beneficiaries. While 

some jurisdiction mandate such side-agreements be approved by the majority 

of minority, disclosure of such agreement would enable informed decision 

making by all investors.   

29 30 Principle IV.A.5 After Para 1 

 

Suggested Addition: 

Stock Option schemes should be proposed with adequate disclosures which 

inter alia should include categories of employees to be covered under the 

scheme, pricing mechanism to determine the exercise price for options, 

maximum options permissible to be granted to a single employee and other 

material disclosures. 

Disclosure should be made regarding the objective distribution criteria basis 

which the variable component of the remuneration will be determined by the 

Board. 

30 31 Principle IV.A.6 

“Many jurisdictions require or recommend disclosure of the composition of boards, 

including on gender diversity. Such disclosure may also extend to other criteria such as 

age and other demographic characteristics, in addition to professional experience, 

expertise. Some jurisdictions that have established such requirements or 

recommendations in codes also request disclosure on a “comply or explain” basis. In 

some cases this includes the disclosure of the composition of management boards in 

two-tier board systems, and of executive or other senior management positions” 

Suggested Addition: 

“Many jurisdictions require or recommend disclosure of the composition of 

boards, including on gender diversity. Such disclosure may also extend to other 

criteria such as age and other demographic characteristics, in addition to 

professional experience, expertise and inter-se relationship between Board 

members. Some jurisdictions that have established such requirements or 

recommendations in codes also request disclosure on a “comply or explain” 

basis. In some cases this includes the disclosure of the composition of 

management boards in two-tier board systems, and of executive or other 

senior management positions” 
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31 31 Principle IV.A.7 Para 2 

“Transactions involving the major shareholders (or their close family, relations, 

etc.), either directly or indirectly, are potentially the most difficult type of related 

party transactions to monitor with a view to ensuring equal treatment of all 

shareholders. In some jurisdictions, shareholders above a limit as low as 5 per cent 

of shareholding are obliged to report transactions. Disclosure requirements 

include the nature of the relationship where control exists, and the nature, and 

amount value and number of transactions with related parties, grouped as 

appropriate. Given the inherent opaqueness of many transactions, the obligation 

may need to be placed on the beneficiary to inform the board about the 

transaction, which in turn should make a disclosure to the market. This should not 

absolve the firm company from maintaining its own monitoring, which is an 

important task for the board.” 

 

Suggested Revision: 

Disclosure requirements include the nature of the relationship where control 

exists, and the nature, and amount value, duration and number of transactions 

with related parties, grouped as appropriate 

32 31 Principle IV.A.7 After Para 3 

 

Suggested Addition: 

Due to the nature of related party transactions (including Royalties paid to 

controlling shareholder) which involve an inherent conflict of interest, the 

disclosure of information must provide the investor with a comfort that the 

transaction with the related party is in the interest of the Company. The onus 

of explaining the same lies with the Company, therefore, besides providing 

details regarding material terms of the transactions, the Company must also 

explain as to why such transaction with the related party is in the interest of 

the Company as against undertaking such transaction with any other 

unrelated party. 

33 32 Principle IV.A.9 After Para 2 

 

Suggested Addition: 

Further, material board committees such as Audit Committee, Nomination 

and Remuneration Committees and Risk Mannagement Committees should 
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ideally be chaired by separate individuals since the role of these committees 

are critical in upholding the principles of Corporate Democracy. 

A single Director helming chairpersonship of more than one critical 

committees might lead to concentration of power. 

It is also good practice to disclose the articles of association, board charters 

and, where applicable, committee structures and charters. When proposing 

material alteration to such documents, shareholders should be bestowed with 

information regarding the changes proposed and accordingly, their approval 

should also be sought for such revision. 

34 33 Principle IV.B 

“Information should be prepared and disclosed in accordance with high quality 

accounting and disclosure standards of accounting and financial and non-financial 

reporting.” 

General Comment:  

Words like “High quality” being adjective can have different meaning and are 

not standardized. Must be replaced by “globally acceptable standards”? 

the word “High Quality” must be appropriately replaced across document. 

35 33 Principle IV.C. Para 3 

The audit committee or an equivalent body should provide oversight of the internal 

audit activities and should also be charged with overseeing the overall relationship 

with the external auditor including the appointment, reappointment and 

compensation of external auditors, as well as approving and monitoring the 

nature of non-audit services provided by the auditor to the company. Provision of 

non-audit services by the external auditor to a company can significantly impair 

their independence and might involve them auditing their own work or present 

other threats to independence. To deal with the skewed incentives which may 

arise, the disclosure of payments to external auditors for non-audit services should 

be required in accordance with a regulated definition of audit-services and non-

audit services. Examples of other provisions designed to promote auditor 

independence include, a total ban or severe limitation on the nature of non-audit 

work which can be undertaken by an auditor for their audit client, howsoever 

Suggested Addition: 

The audit committee or an equivalent body should provide oversight of 

the internal audit activities and should also be charged with overseeing 

the overall relationship with the external auditor including the 

appointment, reappointment and compensation of external auditors, as 

well as approving and monitoring the nature of non-audit services 

provided by the auditor to the company. Provision of non-audit services 

by the external auditor to a company can significantly impair their 

independence and might involve them auditing their own work or 

present other threats to independence. To deal with the skewed 

incentives which may arise, the disclosure of payments to external 

auditors for non-audit services should be required in accordance with a 

regulated definition of audit-services and non-audit services. Examples 

of other provisions designed to promote auditor independence include, 
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remote, periodic communications to the audit committee discussing the nature, 

timing and fees of the non-audit work (including the approval of such work), 

mandatory rotation of auditors (either partners or in some cases the audit 

partnership company), a fixed tenure for auditors, joint audits, a temporary ban 

on the employment 

 

a total ban or severe limitation on the nature of non-audit work which 

can be undertaken by an auditor for their audit client, mandatory 

cooling off after any previous association howsoever remote, periodic 

communications to the audit committee discussing the nature, timing 

and fees of the non-audit work (including the approval of such work), 

mandatory rotation of auditors (either partners or in some cases the 

audit partnership company), a fixed tenure for auditors, joint audits, a 

temporary ban on the employment 

36 34 Principle IV.E Para 2 

Company websites also provide the opportunity for improving information 

dissemination, and some most countries now require or recommend companies to 

have a website that provides relevant, significant information about the company 

itself.  

Suggested Addition: 

Company websites also provide the opportunity for improving information 

dissemination, and some most countries now require or recommend 

companies to have a website that provides relevant, updated and significant 

information about the company itself. Companies should also ensure that the 

policy documents and the Company Code of Conduct, as updated with latest 

amendments, should be available on the website of the Company. 

37 35 Principle V.A 

This Pprinciple states the two key elements of the fiduciary duty of board 

members: the duty of care and the duty of loyalty. The duty of care requires board 

members to act on a fully informed basis, in good faith, with due diligence and 

care. In some jurisdictions there is a standard of reference which is the behaviour 

that a reasonably prudent person would exercise in similar circumstances. In 

nearly all jurisdictions, the duty of care does not extend to errors of business 

judgement so long as board members are not grossly negligent and a decision is 

made with due diligence, etc. The principle calls for board members to act on a 

fully informed basis. Good practice takes this acting on a fully informed basis to 

mean that they board members should be satisfied that key corporate 

information and compliance systems are fundamentally sound and underpin the 

key monitoring role of the board advocated by the Principles. In many 

General Comment:  

This point should also highlight the same standard of acting on a fully informed 

basis must apply to the shareholders when referencing the voting on 

resolutions. 

And in case of any irregularities, inefficiencies in the same, the Board has a 

fiduciary duty to make the same available to the shareholders in a transparent 

manner. 

Acting with due diligence and care must include entrusting the shareholders 

with the requisite information to make proper decisions 
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jurisdictions, this meaning is already considered an element of the duty of care, 

while in others it is required by 

securities regulation, accounting standards, etc.. 

38 36 Principle V.A. Para 3 

Where consistent with jurisdictional requirements, boards may take into 

account the interests of stakeholders, notably when making business decisions 

in the interest of the company’s long-term success and performance. This may 

help companies, for example, to attract productive employees, to be supported 

by the communities in which they operate, and to have more loyal customers, 

thus creating value for their shareholders. 

Suggested Deletion:  

Where consistent with jurisdictional requirements, boards may take into 

account the interests of stakeholders, notably when making business 

decisions in the interest of the company’s long-term success and 

performance. This may help companies, for example, to attract productive 

employees, to be supported by the communities in which they operate, and 

to have more loyal customers, thus creating value for their shareholders. 

General Comment: 

Stakeholders interest must be considered in all cases and not only where it is 

consistent with jurisdictional requirements. (this implies that even if there is 

nothing in judicial requirement, stakeholders interest must be taken into 

account) 

39 36 Principle V.C 

The board has a key role in setting the ethical tone of a company, not only by its 

own actions, but also in appointing and overseeing key executives and 

consequently the management in general. High ethical standards are in the long- 

term interests of the company as a means to make it credible and trustworthy, 

not only in day-to-day operations, but also with respect to longer term 

commitments. To make the objectives of the board clear and operational, many 

companies have found it useful to develop company codes of conduct based on, 

inter alia among others, professional standards and sometimes broader codes of 

behaviour, and to communicate them throughout the organisation. The latter 

might This may include a voluntary commitment by the company (including its 

subsidiaries) to comply with the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises 

General Comment: 

Along with code of conduct for the Board members, similar code of conduct 

for the employees and human resources of the Company should be 

implemented. 

For the application of such ethical standards the Company should conduct 

regular training the Board level and the employee level along with periodic 

assessments. 
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and associated due diligence standards which reflect all four principles contained 

in the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. Similarly, 

jurisdictions are increasingly demanding that boards oversee the lobbying, 

finance and tax planning strategies management is allowed to conduct, thus 

providing authorities with timely and targeted information and discouraging 

practices, for example the pursuit of aggressive tax avoidance planning schemes, 

that do not contribute to the long-term interests of the company and its 

shareholders, and can cause legal and reputational risks. 

 

40 37 Principle V.D.2. Para 5 

To support the board in its oversight of risk management, some companies have 

established a risk committee and/or expanded the role of the audit committee, 

following regulatory requirements or recommendations on risk management 

and the evolution of the nature of risks. 

General Comment: 

Considering the Complexities of the Company and the business, RMC should 

be incorporated by larger and more complex companies as the responsibility 

of Risk management may not be managed efficiently by the Board and the 

Audit committee alone 

41 38 Principle V.D.5 

The design of remuneration policies and contracts for board members and key 

executives is critical to set incentives that are aligned with a company’s business 

strategy. These policies, however, may not fulfil their goal if they are frequently 

adjusted in the absence of a significant change in the business strategy or a 

structural transformation of the context in which the company operates. 

Specifically, the likelihood of an economic downturn is a factor that corporate 

officers reasonably can consider when accepting their remuneration package 

and may not immediately justify an adjustment of the terms for their 

remuneration 

Suggested Addition:  

Remuneration policy should make provision regarding objective distribution 

criteria for determining the variable component of board remuneration. 

General Comment: 

The remuneration policies linked with the normal business conditions and 

conditions in which the Company might go through no profits, should be 

adequately disclosed laying down all parameters for giving managerial 

remuneration in such cases. 

Any major deviation from the same or unreasonable remuneration given must 

be justified. 
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42 39 Principle V.D.7 

In fulfilling its control oversight responsibilities, it is important for the board to 

establish a whistleblowing policy in order to encourage the reporting of 

unethical/unlawful behaviour without fear of retribution. The existence of a 

company code of ethics should aid this process which should be underpinned by 

legal protection for the individuals concerned. A contact point for employees 

who wish to report concerns about unethical or illegal behaviour that might also 

compromise the integrity of financial statements should be offered by the audit 

committee or by an ethics committee or equivalent body. 

General Comment: 

The policy/process must ensure that any person may report such cases which 

must be kept confidential.  

43 40 Principle V.E Para 4 

The manner in which board objectivity might be underpinned also depends on 

the ownership structure of the company. A dominant controlling shareholder 

has considerable powers to appoint the board, and indirectly the management.  

General Comment: 

The manner in which board objectivity might be underpinned also depends 

on the ownership structure of the company. A dominant controlling 

shareholder has considerable powers to appoint the board, and indirectly 

the management. In such circumstances, the board/ specialised delegated 

committees need to ensure that the directors so nominated are competent 

and qualified enough to helm the board responsibilities. 

44 45 Principle VI.A. Para 3 

At the same time, sustainability disclosure frameworks need to be flexible in 

relation to the existing capacities of companies and relevant institutions. Limiting 

mandatory sustainability disclosure to listed companies might result in a 

disincentive for companies to go public. With these challenges in mind, policy 

makers may need to devise sustainability disclosure requirements that are 

flexible with respect to the size of the company and its stage of development 

General Comment: 

Policy makers may however provide a guidance to the other Companies to get 

a headstart or to jump in the game for understanding and reporting the 

sustainability matters and issues 

45 46 Principle VI.A.4. General Comment: 
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If a company publicly sets a sustainability-related goal or target, the disclosure 

framework should ensure that verifiable metrics are disclosed to allow investors to 

assess the credibility and progress toward meeting the announced goal or target. 

The objective to fulfil three main criteria- Financial materiality, consistency 

and reliability 
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